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Higher Spending on New Vehicles Doesn’t Help Sales
February 2022’s average new-vehicle price of $44,460 is 
likely to set a record for the month and total retail new-vehicle 
spending will be $41.0 billion, another record for any February, 
but neither of those records helped February sales or SAAR.

Four of the major industry analysts – Cox Automotive, TrueCar, 
J.D. Power and LMC Automotive – expect February sales to 
decrease 5.7% YOY and a SAAR range of 14.1 to 14.4 million 
vehicles, compared to 15.2 million for January. Of course, 
without complete sales data from all manufacturers, these are 
only estimates.

Ford Motor Co., as the only traditional Big-Three automaker that 
reports monthly sales, experienced a 20.8% YOY sales decrease 
for February, which likely means sales at General Motors and 
Stellantis were similar. Even mighty Toyota, which has been the 
recent sales leader, had an 11.2% YOY sales decrease.

Interestingly, only the three Korean brands – Hyundai, Kia and 
Genesis – reported February sales increases as well as Mazda. 
(See the table on page 4 for the details.)

EV Competition Is Front and Center
It was widely known the major and some smaller manufacturers were 
committing billions to electric-vehicle (EV) development, production 
and marketing, but that commitment just entered a new phase with 
multiple reports.

• Ford Motor Co. is taking an unprecedented step to create two separate 
companies. The first is Ford Model e for its EV business and the second 
is Ford Blue to continue production of vehicles with internal combustion 
engines (ICE). Ford also wants some dealers to emphasize EV sales, 
with no onsite inventory and fixed, no-haggling prices.

•  Stellantis just revealed a photo of its first Jeep EV, which is expected 
to be available at dealerships during the first half of 2023. It’s the 
first visible sign of Stellantis’ goal for all European vehicles sales and 
half of US sales to be EVs by 2030. 

•  Hyundai is making its play to compete in the EV market with a recently 
announced investment of $16.15 billion during the remainder of the 
decade. The company is planning 17 new EV Hyundai and Genesis 
models and selling 1.87 million pure EVs by the end of the decade. 
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Upbeat News on  
Automotive TV Ad Spending
BIA Advisory Services predicts a 39.6% YOY increase in 2022 auto 
industry ad spending to $13.9 billion, but still less than 2019’s total of 
$16.9 billion.

Two television categories will benefit the most from this substantial 
increase: OTT/streaming TV increasing 102.5% and over-the-air TV 
increasing 54.2%. OTT/streaming may appear to be the big winner; 
however, its increase represents only 3.5% of the total increase for 2022 
automotive ad spending. 

Over-the-air will gain the second-largest increase or $988.5 million. 
Interestingly, PC/laptop will gain the most or $1 billion. According to BIA 
analysis, more consumers will find the larger screen size of PCs and 
laptops more useful during the search phase of their auto-buying journey 
than smartphones’ smaller screens.

Auto dealer associations will account for the largest increase in total ad 
spending at +71.1%, but the fewest actual dollars or $3.5 billion. Auto 
manufacturers will increase their spending by 64.8% to $4.7 million while 
new-vehicle dealers are forecast to spend $3.7 billion, a 15.4% increase.

Strengthening Brand Loyalty with Younger Adults
For decades, automakers and dealers counted on brand 
loyalty to motivate previous customers to purchase their 
next new vehicle from the same manufacturer and dealer. 
According to a December 2021 Morning Consult survey, 52% 
of consumers would like to continue that practice.

The challenge for the industry, however, is Baby Boomers and 
Gen Xers account for most of that loyalty while Millennials are 
more open to considering a different manufacturer and model. 

Additional research from Morning Consult found Toyota led in 
purchase consideration during January 2022 with all vehicle 
owners at 31.4%, but with more Gen Zers and Millennials at 
35.5%. Ford was second among all vehicle owners at 27.6% 
and Honda third at 26.7%. Gen Z and Millennial buyers 
considered Honda second at 33.8% and General Motors third 
at 31.2%.

MARKETING FORWARD

AUTO BRAND LOYALTY BASED ON US ADULTS’ INTENTIONS TO BUY 
A NEW VEHICLE*, DECEMBER 2021

Intention All Adults Millennials Gen Xers Boomers

From the same 
manufacturer

52% 47% 53% 62%

A traditional model 49% 40% 49% 69%

From a new 
manufacturer

25% 36% 14% 10%

A new model 30% 43% 28% 8%
Morning Consult, January 2022 
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“Our AI Mechanic Will 
See You Now”
UVeye, an Israeli company, has adopted security 
technology to scan vehicles for contraband and 
possibly dangerous devices for a commercial use: to 
scan vehicles to reveal and diagnose issues inside 
and outside the vehicle’s structure as well as tires, oil 
leaks and other potential problems. 

Volvo, Toyota and Hyundai demonstrated their 
interest in UVeye’s technology by investing in 
the company and installing the AI scanner on its 
assembly lines.

AV Updating Technology Is in 
Development
NVIDIA and Jaguar Land Rover have partnered to develop various 
technologies for all of the auto manufacturer’s vehicles planned 
for production during 2025. The automated driving systems are 
aimed at the eventually autonomous-vehicle (AV) market.

“AI-enabled software-defined services” will allow future consumers 
to update their vehicle similar to updating a smartphone or an app. 
As vehicles become more of a “digital device,” their function won’t 
be fixed as with traditional vehicles, but will “evolve” as they age.

Hydrogen May  
Save the Internal 
Combustion Engine
Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the 
universe. Toyota has committed to developing a new 
V8 engine using hydrogen as its fuel with Yamaha 
Motor to extend the commercial viability of internal 
combustion engines. 

Hydrogen as a fuel for vehicles is controversial. 
Although hydrogen engines emit almost no CO2, 
they do emit nitrogen oxides. The Alternative Fuels 
Data Center reports they are less efficient than 
hydrogen fuel cells, in which gas and oxygen are 
mixed to produce electricity. 

ROAD SIGNS
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MONTHLY AUTOMOBILE SALES CHARTHART
NOTE: General Motors, Stellantis and Tesla announce their light-vehicle sales quarterly instead of monthly; however, Ford is now reporting monthly sales again. As of January 
2020, BMW Group, Nissan North America, Volkswagen Group, Jaguar Land Rover and Mercedes-Benz also decided to report sales only quarterly. They will publish their Q1 
2022 sales during early April 2022. Their brands are not included in this month’s sales table. 

Rank Auto Brand February 2022
% Change from 
February 2021

2022 Year to Date
% Change from 

2021 Year to Date

#1 Toyota 142,356 -11.9% 279,563 -9.3%

#2 Ford 122,306 -20.7% 259,011 -10.4%

#3 Honda 75,095 -20.8% 143,327 -19.7%

#4 Hyundai 55,906 +10.2% 107,416 +10.8%

#5 Kia 49,182 +2.3% 91,670 -1.5%

#6 Subaru 44,866 -7.1% 89,024 -6.0%

#7 Mazda 28,166 +8.3% 49,245 -3.9%

#8 Lexus 20,231 -5.6% 40,851 -0.5%

#9 Acura 9,299 -19.5% 15,016 -25.1%

#10 Volvo 6,219 -32.1% 13,329 -23.0%

#11 Lincoln 5,923 -22.7% 11,663 -24.3%

#12 Genesis 3,482 +45.0% 7,120 +36.5%

Toyota Motor Corporation 162,587 -11.2% 320,414 -8.3%

Ford Motor Co. 128,229 -20.8% 270,674 -11.1%

Hyundai-Kia Automotive Group 105,088 +6.4% 199,086 +4.8%

American Honda Motor Company 84,394 -20.6% 158,343 -20.3%

TOTAL* 559,549 -11.7% 1,100,115 -8.7%

*of all reporting auto manufacturing groups

Source: Automotive News, March 2022 
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